5. Camera angle adjuster coupling
   [KT36001]*
6. CAA[Camera angle adjuster]
   [TFP1106]*
8. Coupling TW
   [TPQ1061]*
10. Visual coupling
    [TPQ1062]**
14. Coupling "S"
    [TSP0030]**
17. CAA reducer coupling
    [TRDC0106]**76
18. Reducer QE
    [TSQ0106RD]**
19. Vari-Ring
    [TVE0100]**

30. CA35 TSA-102 [TCA1030]**
33. Wide mount T ring [TMW___]**
34. 35mm DSLR/SLR camera**
46. 1 1/4"Ocular adapter
    [TOA0200]**
47. 1 1/4 Ocular**
48. 2"Ocular**
49. 1 1/4"Diagonal prism
    [TFP0090]**
60. Extender QE [2"
    [TSQ0106QE]**
70B. 2"Ocular adapter
   Remove thumbscrew and replace them with
   5mm x 6 button head screws. This will allow
   The 2" adapter to be inserted into Reducer
   Coupling

74. 2" diagonal mirror
    [TDM0200]**
75. Adapter [DM] 1 1/4"
    [TDM0125]**
    Supplied with 2" mirror diagonal
76. Accessory ring for 2" Diagonal
    [TDR0200]**
86. CCD camera**

** Optical Item
* Standard with OTA